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     Call   (412) 301-3497 
 Welcome to
 
 
 
 

   Pittsburgh Injury Lawyers
  At Pittsburgh Injury Lawyers P.C. our team of legal professionals are here to help you with any type of personal injury, car accident, medical malpractice or slip and fall accidents. We start by meeting with you to hear about your case, and we charge no fees unless we win your case and you get paid. If you feel like you deserve compensation for an injury, contact us today. A Pittsburgh injury lawyer from our team is ready to take your case and get you the compensation you deserve.
 
 
 CONTACT US FOR A FREE CONSULTATION (412) 301-3497
 
 No fees unless we win your case
 
 
  
         
  
 
 
 
 

        
 
  
 
 


  Pittsburgh Injury Lawyer
 The team behind Pittsburgh Injury Lawyers P.C. provides following services:
 	Free Consultation: Our clients don’t have to pay a dime unless we win your personal injury claim. Contact us today to speak with an attorney and see if you have a case.
	Top Expertise: We are highly knowledgeable in all matters referred to civil litigation. We do our best to keep the legal procedures as smooth as possible from the moment they begin.
	24/7 Support and Attention: An injury lawyer Pittsburgh from our team is ready to work with you whenever you need it. Our phones are on 24/7 and we’re just a single call or email away to do our best to serve you.
	Specialized Services: Pittsburgh Injury Lawyers P.C. is a law firm that works in handling only a certain type of cases. We only handle litigation only involving personal injury, slip and fall, medical malpractice or car accident injuries. Our personal injury attorneys never take any other form of criminal or financial cases.

 
 Personal Injury Lawyer Pittsburgh PA
 Free Consultation
 We don’t charge any fee unless we win your case, and we never charge by the hour. Please tell us all of your concerns regarding compensation and payment. We’ll let you know how to get the right compensation and representation by a lawyer after a car accident, medical malpractice, slip and fall, or personal injury. Contact a personal injury lawyer Pittsburgh PA for a FREE Consultation!
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 Building Relationships with our Clients
 Highly focused on serving Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, we are very knowledgeable about the legal system of the city. Our attorneys will meet with you in person and try to best understand your needs. We also understand the harsh conditions that can befall on anyone that is affected by an accident on account of a third party. Navigating the complicated legal system can be a challenge, so consider having us at your side, and we’ll help you throughout the whole process.
 Best Pittsburgh Injury Lawyers
 By hiring us, you’ll get the following:
 	A team of Pittsburgh injury lawyers that will hear your case and handle it on all accounts if you have a good chance of pursuing successful legal actions.
	A Pittsburgh injury lawyer is ready to work for a contingency. We work under the clause of no payment until a settlement is reached on your behalf.
	Ongoing consultations to make sure that everything is going to the satisfaction of the parties involved. When it comes to legal issues, communication is vital. We will always keep the information about your case updated for you.
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 Best Car Accident Lawyers in Pittsburgh
 When a car accident occurs, most people make the mistake of having their insurance company take care of everything. Only a Pittsburgh car accident attorney can let you know your legal rights after a car accident. These insurance companies usually do everything on their end to cover just what is needed. Our car accident lawyers know the insurance companies and how they work. We will make sure you get the most money for your pain and suffering. We’ll help you get the right treatment, deal with the insurance companies, car damage, get your medical bills paid, and make sure you get the most money for your car accident. If you were in a car crash, be sure to contact us today for legal advice.
 Truck Accident Lawyers
 At Pittsburgh Injury Lawyers P.C. we work with attorneys who have the most in-depth experience with truck accidents and tractor trailer accidents. If you or a loved one were injured in a Pittsburgh truck accident, call one of our lawyers today to get a full explanation of your rights. Often times commercial vehicles are required to carry a large insurance policy – which means higher settlements for our clients. We are happy to explain the process of truck accidents in Pittsburgh from start to finish. Contact one of our attorneys today for a free consultation.
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 Pittsburgh Personal Injury Lawyers
 Some cases are more complex than others and need the best personal injury lawyers in Pittsburgh to be involved to determine responsibility. We will work out all those details of your case from the minute you make the call. Even if you are responsible, our team can help you make the most out of your case by leveraging our qualifications and levels of expertise. A Pittsburgh Car Accident Lawyer can provide the advice and guidance you need after an accident to get you the most money for your injuries.
 Pittsburgh Medical Malpractice Lawyers
 Accidents are not always your fault. Sometimes they happen because other people make mistakes which cause you to get hurt. Accidents generally occur in many workplaces, businesses, and hospitals in the state. Medical malpractice that occurs by doctors are also covered by our medical malpractice lawyers in Pittsburgh. If you experienced an accident or injury as a result of a surgery or hospital negligence, contact us today.
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 Let the Pittsburgh medical malpractice attorneys help you get the legal support you need to pay your medical bills, give you enough time to heal from your accident, and get your life back on track in a hassle-free manner. Only a seasoned medical malpractice attorney can help you understand the process. Medical malpractice is very complicated and requires expert witness reports and trial litigation. These cases are very serious and require the highest level of expertise by a medical malpractice attorney.
 Best Pittsburgh Injury Lawyer
 Workers Compensation
 During a workers compensation lawsuit, we’ll determine the levels of responsibility that a company should be held accountable for when illness befalls on you because of your working conditions. We’ll work with you every step of the way, from medical treatment and through the litigation process and trial. We will make sure to get the highest compensation possible.
 Things You Need to Know about Legal Proceedings
 Even the strongest cases can fall apart if you don’t have the right attorneys at your side. Our Pittsburgh personal injury lawyers are your best choice if you want to secure reasonable compensation while working with real pros in the field. Our team does a magnificent job at handling the logistics to fill the case with professionalism, and we’ll keep you informed every step of the way until the trial.
 Pittsburgh Injury Attorney
 We also undertake the task of handling all the documentation to submit your case to the court to make sure that it goes as smooth as possible. Even with all this data in hand, it’s always good to have some reassurance on your terms and investigate the firm. We are sure that you won’t want to work with anybody else!
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 CONTACT US COMPLETELY FREE. NO FEES UNLESS WE WIN!
 All types of accidents can affect not only your life but also your family. Type of cases we handle include Automobile Accidents, Medical Malpractice, Slip and Fall, Truck Accidents, Construction injuries, Birth Injury and a lot more.
 Negotiating a financial settlement with an insurance company without a professional attorney is a common mistake. Insurance companies just look for their financial interests, not the interests of you and your loved ones. It is advisable to hire a strong lawyer to represent you and help you protect your right to the compensation you deserve.
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 Pittsburgh Personal Injury Lawyers
 Looking for the best personal injury lawyer in Pittsburgh? Our legal team is dedicated to providing compensation on behalf of accident victims. We understand how the insurance firms work, and we also know how painful and stressful legal cases are to clients. It can be hard to find an injury lawyer near me, but we can help you with that. We aim to make this time period as stress free as possible and help you heal by providing the right settlement. If you were injured, contact us today for a free consultation.
 Dealing with the effects of your pain and suffering can be difficult. However, dealing with a law firm should not be. Our professional litigation team has the knowledge and potential necessary to make your case a success. We are also highly experienced in handling complex claims involving several areas of the law. A Pittsburgh personal injury attorney will help counsel you through your critical situation and help you determine what type of legal action is needed. Our team will build a strong case to help you achieve your goals. By using our decades of legal experience combined with the expertise of trusted professionals, we help you secure the maximum compensation possible.
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 Injury Lawyer Pittsburgh
 We are committed to providing personalized legal service to each client, and we’ll always take the time to answer questions and get to know about a case. Our attorneys answer our clients’ questions in a timely manner, and we make sure to keep them regularly informed through every stage of their case.
 What Makes A Lawyer at Our Law Firm Stand Out from Other Pittsburgh Injury Attorneys?
 We don’t just litigate cases. We work directly with you for your medical malpractice, slip and fall, or car accident case. Any lawyer at our firm is committed to taking care of you every step of the way. We assure that you’ll get the maximum compensation possible. Contact a Pittsburgh injury attorney today for a FREE consultation.
 Dedicated Representation for Each and Every Client
 An attorney at our law firm will offer personal attention and understand our clients’ objectives. We take pride in making full use of the resources available by leveraging the latest technology to handle your case. If you choose to work with us, you’ll have an experienced team fighting to protect your interests. Our personalized service can help you get the maximum compensation possible along with peace of mind.
 Our law firm has the necessary skills, knowledge, and experience to represent people who are hurt due to negligence, carelessness or recklessness. We represent clients only on a contingency basis. No Fees Unless We Win!
 Pittsburgh Personal Injury Lawyer – Taking on Your Case
 Known for providing legal representation, our team knows how to approach all details of a variety of legal matters. We’ll help you get the relief you deserve during the stressful time of dealing with your case. You don’t need to pay anything unless you win compensation for your pain and suffering. Our legal advice and support could mean everything to you. Obtaining the best results possible for our valuable clients is what drives our team every day.
 Contact our attorney team today to find how we can help you get the right settlement for a secure future!
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   IF YOU HAVE ANY TYPE OF PERSONAL INJURY
 
 
 

   We are available
 
 
 GET A FREE CONSULTATION
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